
 

About Rob Geraghty 

Rob is one of iOpener’s presentation skills expert. After speaking at many conferences whilst working at 

Vodafone, Rob realized that he loved to help other people to become better presenters.  

He’s spent the last 12 years coaching and consulting in the field of presentations - working with 

organizations including Unilever, TetraPak, Vodafone and at many business schools. Rob has helped people 

to deliver TEDx talks, crucial product launches, financial pitches and hundreds of sales presentations. Rob 

believes that everyone can present better when they understand what good presentations look like. He’s 

highly skilled at driving a client’s self-awareness about how clear the message is and whether it is landing 

with impact.  

Rob also has a strong belief that better slides make for a better presentation. He’s studied the difference 

that great slides can make, and he helps clients to significantly increase their presenting ability. Rob also 

has a strong interest in virtual presenting via Webex and other similar tools. If you need to engage a global 

audience that isn’t all in the same room, he can help you.  

Examples of Rob’s work  

● Designed and delivered an influencing program to develop sustainable client relationships and 

increase sales for the senior sales team of a leading telecommunications company 

● Coached the new Communications Manager for a recognized international human rights non-profit 

organization in communicating with impact to aid role transition 

● Facilitated Personal Impact workshops as part of the graduate development program within a 

well-known utilities company  

● Designed and delivered leadership skills development using Forum Theater as an end of year event 

for a leading international business school’s Executive MBA program 

Accreditations 

● Science of Happiness at WorkTM 

What our clients say about Rob 

“The course has had a large impact on my view of myself. It has helped me understand my persona and 

how I can use this to my advantage.” Managing Director, real estate private equity firm 

 “Very good overall; good command of the materials, mindfulness, and good demonstration of skills.” 

Executive MBA Student, leading international US-based business school 

“Training was paced very well. Rob was excellent, engaging and encouraging. Despite a busy schedule, I 

wanted to return to each session.” Senior Sales Manager, telecommunications company 
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 “Very articulate; good at linking from concept to application.” Executive MBA Student, leading 

international US-based business school 
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